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Abstract — This paper introduces a lightweight architectural solution for discovery, monitoring and management of nodes, services and resources in smart spaces composed of low capacity nodes. A wireless sensor network software architecture is used as the baseline and is extended to a scalable smart space architecture. Discovery, monitoring and management tasks are realized by means of a Resource Manager that acts as just another node. The proposed architecture is deployed on physical wireless sensor nodes. Experimental results show that the proposed smart space architecture is indeed lightweight and suitable for very low capacity nodes.

Index Terms — Lightweight smart space architecture, low capacity node, service discovery, resource discovery

I. INTRODUCTION

Recent developments in miniaturization, wireless networking and sensor technologies combined with profound contemporary research reveal the vision of smart spaces. A smart space is a physical space (e.g. home, office) that contains embedded networked electronics which act and interact in a highly dynamic and context-aware way, providing automatic and adaptive services to its users. This idea is inspired by pervasive computing and especially context aware computing and extends them, envisioning seamless integration of smart devices into users’ everyday life. Thus, the focus has shifted from devices and technicalities to users and their tasks.

Nodes within the smart space communicate and collaborate in order to provide advanced services to users with minimal user interaction and maximal autonomous operation. Nodes include devices that users wear or carry and thus nodes can join and leave the smart space arbitrarily. Therefore, the smart space must automatically adapt to changes in network composition and topology as well to a change in context. This requires a node to expose its existence, services and resources so that applications can be formed from this.

Contemporary frameworks in the field (e.g. OSGi [1], NoTA-M3 [2]) provide a smart space platform or framework. Their layered architectural design gives rise to abstraction and modularization, which eases application development significantly. This approach works if the smart space is composed of rather capable nodes, e.g. PDAs, mobile phones and laptop computers. However, since low-capacity nodes cannot interpret the correspondent protocols (often xml-based) or run powerful application stacks these devices are often included using a proxy, leading the communication through some gateway. This leads to increased latency, to software systems that are difficult to install and manage and, most importantly, to systems in which there is no in-network processing since everything is based on point-to-point connections between proxy and node.

The class of low-capacity devices satisfies the following criteria: 1-25 MHz CPU clock frequency, 1-10 kbyte RAM, 1-128 kbyte programmable ROM, a communication bandwidth of several kilobytes per second typically using the frequency band of 433MHz-2.4 Ghz, a 2.0 – 2.5 Ah or less electric charge, and i/o devices such as sensors and actuators. Typical wireless sensor nodes are a very good representative of this category of low-capacity nodes as shown in Fig. 1. Hardware elements of a wireless sensor node are as shown in Fig. 2.

Fig. 1. Low capacity wireless sensor node. Shown is the Sensixa node marketed by a spinoff from Imperial College London.

Fig. 2. Hardware Elements of a Wireless Sensor Node

The main focus of this work is to facilitate low capacity nodes in smart spaces by genuinely integrating them as a distributed computing platform. We show that our Wireless Sensor Network (WSN) architecture called Open Service...
Architecture for Sensors (OSAS) [3] is a suitable architecture and framework for a smart space with low capacity nodes. We develop lightweight methods for automatic discovery of smart space components and for monitoring their services and resources at run-time. This functionality is extended to map service requests to devices that support these services by selecting the most suitable provider and consumer of the service. We propose a Resource Manager (RM) node to carry out these tasks at run-time. The main contribution of this paper is to leverage a low capacity network into a smart space network by realizing the fundamental smart space functionalities, i.e. node, service and resource discovery (node registration), monitoring (reporting introspection information) and management (adaptation and task assignment).

The paper is further organized as follows. In Section II, related work is discussed. In Section III, the OSAS framework is presented. In Section IV, the proposed solution is introduced. In Section V, experimental results are presented. Finally, Section VI concludes the paper.

II. RELATED WORK

There is a profound research on smart spaces; nevertheless solution approaches are designed mostly for high capacity nodes. In [4], an approach oriented towards high-mobility smart space environments is presented using Bluetooth service discovery. JCAF [5] implements an event based subscription model and uses JINI [6] for service discovery. These approaches lack in supporting highly dynamic environments with high availability and low resource usage. Due to burdensome requirements, such as the Java Virtual Machine and IP based addressing, cost of communication is increased. This results in hindering low capacity nodes to join the network. In [7], a centralized gateway solution is proposed, having an asynchronous event-subscription model using Service Locating Service for dynamic service discovery. The solutions proposed in [8] and [9] focus on decoupling the application layer from the middleware layer providing integration of management into applications. This layered architecture approach is useful as it brings ease for application developers through abstraction. However, this framework limits optimization in energy expenditures and resource utilization as cross layer optimization option is sacrificed.

Architectural solutions such as [8], [10] and [11] propose XML based data models for messaging. Many other solutions introduce even more complex data formats for better structure and more expressive power. Nevertheless this practice brings an extra burden on the nodes and boosts up energy consumption with message format overheads.

Solutions which focus on contextual information gathering and management [12], have poor or no support for resource discovery. Resource discovery mechanisms are rarely used in contemporary frameworks [13]. Nodes are assumed to be stable and permanently available. Therefore, these solutions disregard mobility needs, as discussed in [14], and dynamicity is mostly not taken into account.

III. OSAS FRAMEWORK

We see the use of a smart space roughly as follows. Each node entering the space can discover available services and resources. Using this information, the node can impose a behavior on this space by employing the found services (service sharing and coordination) and by deploying new services (programming and configuration). For this, it must decide where to run these services based on available resources. Finally, there must be seamless integration with the IP infrastructure. As a rather simple example, the new node can discover a set of lighting controls and sensors, with location information and install a service that manages the light according to a private policy [15]. In order to implement the proposed smart space functionalities in a lightweight way, we base ourselves on an existing framework for programming sensor networks, i.e. OSAS [3]. The mentioned concepts of service sharing, dynamic programming, configuration and coordination are an integral part of the framework.

An OSAS network consists of nodes equipped with a specific run-time system. An OSAS application is a single program for the entire network that defines services as well as connections between these services. Services expose time-triggered eventing to the network and actions that can be called from the network; connections (subscriptions) connect an event generator with an action (called a handler in that case), most often on different nodes. Both services and subscriptions can be installed and removed on-the-fly by any node that is sufficiently authenticated. The single program for the entire network can be extended on-the-fly as well.

Local node functionality is made available to the run-time system by a set of system calls. The run-time system can be run also on a powerful node, e.g. a laptop. A connection with the IP infrastructure is formed by a gateway node – having access to both regular IP infrastructure and the wireless sensor protocol like 802.15.4- and running the run-time system on that node as well. In this way we overlay the sensor network into the IP infrastructure.

In more detail, a service has a state, generated events and event handlers. The flow of the program is determined by the events and a service can generate events through event generators or consume events through event handlers. The process of linking the event generator of one service to the event-handler of another is called a subscription. When a subscriber subscribes to an event, the event generator is triggered periodically. The triggering period is determined by the subscriber. There could be many subscriptions on a single service and the subscription period may differ per subscription. When an event generator is triggered, it tests its condition to fire an event. A generated event takes the form of calling the handler as an asynchronous remote procedure call.

In Fig.3 we show a picture of the run-time organization of a single node. The services run as part of the run-time system and are written in a specially designed bytecode [3]. For the communication, the availability of a link layer (i.e. a neighborhood communication facility) is assumed, binding OSAS messages to a sensor MAC and a UDP overlay.
already running network. The updated symbol table generated by the compiler can be used to extend or reconfigure an already running network.

Fig. 4) maps names of system calls, services, subscriptions, and lookup inside the nodes. The symbol table (the .xml file in Fig. 4) contains node entry objects, every one of which represents a node. When nodes are detected, information regarding node type, services and resources is stored in the repository as a node entry object.

All service discovery functionality is accomplished by a soft-state service discovery protocol, known as the binary state protocol or the heartbeat protocol [16]. A node sends its heartbeat signal to RM periodically to denote that it is present and operational. Hence, the node presence has to be maintained by periodic refreshments of its state and not by explicit declaration (as compared to a hard state protocol).

The power of the system comes from the fact that there is a single program, hence no need for complicated interpretation and lookup inside the nodes. The symbol table (the .xml file in Fig. 4) maps names of system calls, services, subscriptions, handlers, events and variables onto short IDs such that messages remain small. These IDs are static and globally defined in the network. The updated symbol table generated by the compiler can be used to extend or reconfigure an already running network.

Program deployment is done by emitting the generated messages to the network. This is typically done by the loader but can be done by other nodes as well. For example, a node may store a message to establish a certain subscription at run-time upon a condition, by simply emitting this message.

The heart beat protocol maps trivially onto the OSAS framework. Nodes run the HeartBeat service (it is then called HB node) on which the RM subscribes with its HeartBeatHandler. The HeartBeat frequency is given in the subscription. The content of the HeartBeat is filled in by the HeartBeatHandler. The HeartBeat frequency is given in the subscription.

There are two high level constructs for communication in OSAS. SendMessage is used to flood a message (representing an asynchronous remote procedure call) to the whole network whereas SendToSubscribers is used to route a packet to subscribers for a service. A route is set from the service provider to the subscriber either via a subscription request (automatically) or by flooding of a SetRoute message. Therefore, a subscription can only be issued by the subscriber. Each node exposes a SubscriptionHandler. When called with the proper arguments, this handler will issue a subscription. WaSCoL provides content based addressing (CBA) besides regular addresses. In a CBA the destination is determined by a predicate. Besides the mentioned SubscriptionHandler there is a handler to install bytecode. Together, these make up the basic functionality of the system.

IV. PROPOSED SOLUTION

We propose a central Resource Manager (RM) for discovering, monitoring and managing nodes and their resources/services in the smart space. RM has access to information regarding existing network nodes, their services and subscriptions, and types of resources that are available on them. RM may make this information available again as a service for other nodes to subscribe, or use it for taking service and resource mapping decisions. The optimal usage of such information is beyond the scope of this paper.

Service Discovery

RM is a specialized node extended with dedicated system calls, event generators and event handlers, administering the network to exhibit a smart space behavior. At the architectural level, this dedicated functionality is called Smart Space Administration. The RM Repository contains node entry objects, every one of which represents a node. When nodes are detected, information regarding node type, services and resources is stored in the repository as a node entry object.

All service discovery functionality is accomplished by a soft-state service discovery protocol, known as the binary state protocol or the heartbeat protocol [16]. A node sends its heartbeat signal to RM periodically to denote that it is present and operational. Hence, the node presence has to be maintained by periodic refreshments of its state and not by explicit declaration (as compared to a hard state protocol).

When RM receives a heartbeat signal, if the node is already registered, RM updates the state of the node by resetting the timeout counter of the corresponding node entry. Else, RM creates a node entry in its registry and prompts for relevant node information. Upon missing a specified number of heartbeat signals, RM infers that the node has either failed or left the network. Thus, the node is unregistered, i.e. its node entry on the repository is deleted.

The heartbeat protocol maps trivially onto the OSAS framework. Nodes run the HeartBeat service (it is then called HB node) on which the RM subscribes with its HeartBeatHandler. The HeartBeat frequency is given in the subscription. The content of the HeartBeat is filled in by the HeartBeat service when it fires.
Node discovery takes place upon initiative of the RM. It periodically advertises its presence by flooding a subscription message through the network. When a new node arrives in the smart space it receives and stores the subscription and starts reporting its presence periodically through heartbeat messages. If a node is already in the network and receives the advertisement message it overwrites the existing subscription. Periodic advertisement makes sure that any new node entering the system is discovered: i) it constructs a route to reach RM, ii) it starts reporting its presence.

Conditional route reconstruction occurs when a node moves within the smart space, changing the network topology such that the node cannot reach RM via the same route, which prevents heartbeat message delivery to RM. This situation is depicted in Fig. 5. Eventually the node entry for the relocated node in RM times out and RM triggers route reconstruction by flooding SetRoute messages. Every addressed node reconstructs their route to the sender of the SetRoute message, which is RM. This could be more efficient than just sending a new subscription. A sequence diagram of RM periodic advertisement and route reconstruction is given in Fig. 6.

Although flooding is costly and limits scalability, in this way there is no need to construct routes from nodes to RM. One advantage of the flooding approach is that this enables RM to update its entries for nodes other than the newly joined node and to maintain the most recent information for all nodes.

Discovery of Services and Resources

Discovery of services and resources is a one-time process: As long as the node is not dropped and rediscovered, the discovery of services and resources occurs once only and it is triggered upon detection and registration of a node in the smart space network. This results in energy savings since node information is not reported periodically. Ideally, RM should prompt for node information specifically from the newly joined node in unicast. However, this requires a known route from RM to the node which is possible if the node would subscribe to a service provided by the RM node. However, this is an assumption that may or may not hold depending on the application. Therefore, we take a different approach in our implementation: whenever a new node joins the network, RM requests node information from all nodes by flooding.

Monitoring of Services and Resources

Service and resource monitoring is used for maintaining consistent information concerning the utilization of services/resources during run-time. Regarding smart space
nodes, we define three distinct types of information that a
node holds which are relevant and necessary for monitoring:

**Node Type and Services:** This group of information refers
to unchanging or slowly changing information over time.
From a smart space perspective, a node is of a permanent type
(e.g. capable of temperature monitoring) and possesses well
defined services which are not likely to change in due course.

**Subscriptions to Services:** This group of information refers
to dynamically changing service utilization on a node, i.e. subscriptions.

**Resources:** This information refers to dynamically changing
resource utilization on a node, e.g. utilization of processing
power, memory and battery. Utilization of resources is a key
factor for assigning service requests to nodes.

**RM Node Entries**

The elements of a node entry object and their data types are
shown in Fig. 8. NodeID is an integer value which uniquely
identifies a node in the whole network. Timeout and Counter
values keep precise timing. These three values are maintained
by the heartbeat protocol. Node Type is an integer value which
is uniquely identified throughout the network. Services and
Resources are data structures representing further details about
the set of services and the resources. The information regarding
the subscriptions can be used by RM to determine the schedule
on the node and to subsequently estimate the load on that node.

![Node Entry Object Overview](image)

**Reporting Intervals & Triggers**

It is an essential design problem to decide what information
needs to be monitored with what frequency or conditions. If
the information on RM is outdated, user experience will be
diminished due to wrong or late information and hence wrong
decisions in management. On the other hand, if the
information is reported too frequently, energy is wasted. The
aim is to balance this tradeoff and achieve a system spending
the least energy while providing required functionality.

Fig. 9 depicts the relationship between triggering
conditions, types of information to be communicated and
corresponding appropriate reporting periods. For services,
reporting is done with low frequency, since node type and its
installed services are assumed to be unchanging over time.
Likewise, subscription information is reported with low
frequency as well, since they rarely change beyond RM
control. The Map Request trigger shown in Fig. 9 represents
mapping of external requests to provide services to selected
nodes which is carried out by RM. This causes changes to the
subscription information, which needs to be reported.

On the other hand, node resources are reported at higher
frequency as this information is rather dynamic. As an
example, the remaining energy of a node battery is ever
changing and it is crucial information in order to take
management decisions. Furthermore, whenever a node leaves
the smart space network its duty will be redirected to other
nodes. This decision is best made with fresh information
regarding resources. The HeartBeat signal has to be reported
regularly and with the highest frequency. Although it would
reduce messaging overhead, performing a lookup of nodes
whenever needed is not feasible for many applications since
message losses would introduce unacceptable delays.

![Fig. 9. Reporting conditions and periods](image)

**Management**

In this work, management functionality is implemented at
the level of simple service mapping, as a proof of concept. In
principle, the management system could be further extended
to a much more complex degree, since the node information is
already stored in RM in a structured and consistent way.

We model an external service mapping request as a one-time
subscription to the SmartSpaceSubscriber service of RM.
Therefore, a service request could be loaded into the network
(by any node, or by the loader) and be routed to RM (by
content based addressing). Four parameters are needed in this
subscription: the service requested, the subscriber node type,
the provider node type and the period of subscription. The job
of RM is to search for two nodes which would be fit to satisfy
the service request: a provider and a subscriber. The RM node
implements the following two system calls to select the ‘best’
candidates: MatchProvider(provider_type, service_id) and
MatchSubscriber(subscriber_type), either as system calls or as
part of the OSAS program of RM. These methods first
examine the nodes registered in the repository which match
the requirements. Afterwards, they select the ‘best’ candidate
among these. This selection procedure can be implemented
using the already existing information regarding the utilization
of the service (number of subscriptions) and the utilization of
resources. In our implementation the selection is made
according to the remaining energy levels of the nodes, i.e. the
node with the most remaining energy is selected. This
prolongs network lifetime if there are many candidates for
providing requested services. In order to complete the service
mapping, the selected subscriber needs to invoke the
SubscriptionHandler of the selected provider, with the
requested service and period. This would, however, require
that the nodes have a route to one another. This approach is not adopted by the OSAS routing protocol since the potential size of the routing tables is an issue.

In order to overcome this problem, we use another routing protocol, namely, path-based routing. Path based routing creates a hierarchical tree representation of the network on the root node. The process starts with the root node broadcasting a message stating that it is the parent of the receiving nodes. This message contains a phase number, stating the recentness of the initiation operation. The nodes which receive the message select the root node as their parent; and they broadcast themselves as being parent nodes. If a node has already selected a parent (in the same phase), it ignores the message. Thus, the selection process dissipates through the network like a wavefront. Afterwards, every node reports its presence to its parent and forwards reports of their children and grandchildren to its parent and appends its NodeID in front of the report message stack. The root node collects these messages and constructs a tree structure of nodes reporting to it. In a new initiation process, the phase number is increased so that the nodes know they have to reselect a parent for the new phase. Fig. 10 presents an example scenario of path based routing construction.

The root node can send a message to every node by specifying the entire path in the message. For that it needs to store the entire tree. All other nodes simply store their parent. Since the root can be reached from every node, this scheme ensures node-to-node unicast communication, albeit in a suboptimal way. A message being sent is guaranteed to travel for at most two times the routing tree height. When the tree is balanced this scales logarithmically. However, the root is a ‘hot spot’ in the communication. We implemented path-based routing with RM being the root node. On top of that we implemented a function `SendToTarget`, that performs (application-level) routing as described above. As a result, the provider properly gives its service to the subscriber upon service mapping by RM.

The top level architecture diagram of the developed lightweight smart space solution with service, node and resource discovery/monitoring/management capabilities is depicted in Fig. 11.

**V. EXPERIMENTAL RESULTS**

In this section, experiments with the proposed system in the OSAS simulator and on physical nodes are presented, using a simple scenario. The implementation footprint is analyzed in terms of memory allocation (i.e. RAM and ROM usage) and messaging overhead (i.e. message size and number).

**Simulation Environment**

The OSAS simulation environment has been used for prototyping and testing the implementation during the development phase. The simulator mimics a given network scenario with defined number and placement of simulated nodes in a virtual space. Moreover, it provides a Python environment to define nodes of different types (i.e. with different sensors) and functionalities for testing. System calls and event handler functions can be implemented in Python more easily than in WaSCoL because of the more advanced language constructs. Nodes specified in Python are fully compatible with the system architecture as they are programmed by compiled bytecode of a network program file. They mimic real nodes in behavior and use the same messaging protocol. It is possible to program a network consisting of both simulated and physical nodes interacting with one another. Simulated nodes are indistinguishable from the physical nodes in terms of their behavior.

The OSAS simulator provides a graphical user interface with a tabbed view pane. The `Smart Space` tab provides a 2D bird-sight view of the simulation space. Types and locations of the simulated nodes are determined by the scenario description file. This tab is interactive, i.e. nodes can be dragged within the canvas space by a mouse, reflecting
changes in the network topology. A textbox is used for printing data by invoking PrintHandler of a simulated node (Notice that in this way each node has a channel to output some message.) RM and other smart space nodes can be visually identified and nodes participating in the network can be distinguished from the ones that are not participating. Nodes joining and leaving the smart space can be viewed in real-time, in addition to the contents of the RM repository.

Fig. 12 demonstrates a screenshot of the Smart Space Tab, running an example scenario, which there are six nodes simulated and displayed on the grid, with randomly assigned NodeIDs. The nodes can be clearly distinguished by their shapes and colors. RM (node 45) is blue round shaped, whereas the nodes that are in the network and nodes that are out of the network range appear as green triangles and gray squares, respectively. The nodes 35, 38, 41 and 43 are in the smart space network. The signaling distance is up to four squares on the grid; consequently node 32 is out of the network range. On the right side of the view, there are two text boxes. Both of these boxes written by RM where the top box prints changes to the smart space network over time and the bottom box prints the present state of the RM repository.

All the nodes in the network, of course, have the HeartBeatService installed and the RM (node 45) has subscribed to this service on all nodes with a 1 sec period. In this scenario, there are two types of HB nodes: gateway and temperature node. Nodes 32, 35 and 38 are temperature nodes, and nodes 41 and 43 are gateway nodes.

### TABLE I

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Parameter</th>
<th>Value</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>HeartBeat Period</td>
<td>1 second</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Timeout Period</td>
<td>6 seconds</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Route Fix Trigger</td>
<td>3 seconds to Timeout</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Max. Route Fix Frequency</td>
<td>Every 3 seconds</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Refresh Registry Period</td>
<td>1 second</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Advertisement Period</td>
<td>10 seconds</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>LowFrequencySubscription Period</td>
<td>60 minutes</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>HighFrequencySubscription Period</td>
<td>30 seconds</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Triggering Conditions Check/Response Period</td>
<td>1 second</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Temperature nodes have temperature sensing capability and consequently a Temp service installed on them which reports the temperature measurements to the subscribers. Temperature nodes only have an “energy” resource which indicates the energy remaining on the node battery. Gateway nodes collect readings from temperature nodes and have “energy”, “CPU” and “RAM” resources. The measurements method of these values are beyond the scope of this paper. The model used in this example is that the energy resource decreases in a steady fashion (different per node) and the other resources (i.e. CPU and RAM) have constant values. In this example, a service mapping is made in between nodes 38 and 41, which can be seen in the top textbox. We can see that node 38’s Temp service is subscribed by node 41 with a period of 5 seconds. Timing parameters in the simulation run are as in TABLE I.

This scenario runs stably in the simulator with the above parameters. The number of messages periodically exchanged per node per minute, is shown in TABLE II. Disregarding
triggering conditions, every node in the smart space network sends and receives a total of about 70 messages per minute. This count can become problematic with larger numbers of nodes, but from the method it is clear how to trade accuracy for message volume. The number of messages exchanged for various triggering conditions is shown in TABLE III.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>TABLE II</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>MESSAGE COUNT OF REGULAR INTERVAL MESSAGES</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Sent Messages</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>HeartBeat: 60</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Report Resources: 2</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Report Services: 1/60</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Report Subscriptions: 1/60</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Total: ~ 62</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

TABLE III
MESSAGE COUNT OF TRIGGERING CONDITIONS MESSAGES

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Node Entry</th>
<th>Messages Sent</th>
<th>Messages Received</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Set Route</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>1</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Node Departure</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>1</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Service Mapping</td>
<td>2</td>
<td>2</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

With the parameter settings of TABLE I, the majority of message exchanges is made up of heartbeat messages only; especially if the smart space network is not active (i.e. no or few triggering conditions happen every minute). The messages exchange frequency (all types of messages) in the smart space network versus the heartbeat period is depicted in Fig. 14. In order to avoid unnecessary messaging overheads, the heartbeat period needs to be fine tuned to the specific service/user needs.

![Fig. 14. Heartbeat period vs. network message traffic](image)

**Deployment on Physical Nodes**

The proposed system has been successfully tested on physical nodes as well. The current implementation runs on top of the TinyOS [17] operating system on node hardware as well as on MANTIS. OSAS footprint on nodes without the smart space implementation is shown in TABLE IV. OSAS also uses RAM dynamically: 160 bytes for execution stack and 132 bytes for message buffers.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>TABLE IV</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>FOOTPRINT OF TINOS AND OSAS</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>TinyOS (w/o OSAS)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>TinyOS (w/ OSAS)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>TinyOS (w/ OSAS)</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

The memory requirement from a low capacity node for the smart space application can be expressed as the sum of the service memory requirements stated in TABLE V.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>TABLE V</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>MEMORY ALLOCATION OF SMART SPACE APPLICATION</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Service</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>HeartBeatService</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>ReportServicesService</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>ReportResourcesService</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>ReportSubscriptionsService</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Total</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

The smart space application is quite lightweight, even when compared to some WSN applications given that we have the run-time installed. For example, a considerably complicated healthcare application results in approximately 250 bytes of code for services.

The message payload sizes with 8-bit encoding for the smart space application are presented in TABLE VI. The MAC protocol and OSAS messaging protocol occupy 10 and 5 bytes, respectively, in the message header.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>TABLE VI</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>MESSAGE PAYLOAD SIZES</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Message</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>HeartBeat Report</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>HeartBeat Subscription</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Services Report</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Resources Report</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Subscriptions Report</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Services Report Subscription</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Resources Report Subscription</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Subscriptions Report Subscription</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Service Mapping</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Service Request Subscription</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

RM functionality could also be mapped fully to WaSCoL with some system calls (which are in fact library extensions to the run-time system) supporting the more complicated operations. However, the resource needs of RM are proportional to the network size. This makes it less amenable for running on a low resource node. In order to address this issue we would need to make RM distributed and hierarchical.

**VI. CONCLUSION AND FUTURE WORK**

The main contribution of this work is a lightweight and scalable smart space architecture composed of low capacity nodes (e.g. wireless sensors) and a Resource Manager (RM), as an extension of the Open Service Architecture for Sensors (OSAS). The proposed smart space architecture truly integrates low-capacity devices by allowing service sharing, re-programming and re-configuration by new nodes thus admitting the dynamic blending in of these new nodes. Our smart space implementation offers means to discover, monitor and manage smart nodes, their services and their resources via an RM node, which is implemented as a simulated node. The system has been successfully tested on low-capacity nodes as well as simulated nodes that function in the IP infrastructure.
The system utilizes a binary soft-state protocol, i.e., the heartbeat protocol, and periodic RM advertisements for service discovery and monitoring. Three types of information are monitored: i) node type and services, ii) subscriptions to services and iii) resources. For management, service mapping that makes use of discovery and monitoring information is implemented as a simple application. Path-based routing protocol tables are stored on RM to draw the responsibility of routing to a higher capacity central node rather than the low capacity nodes. A sample scenario has been experimented with, footprint values and messaging overheads were shown to be minimal, i.e. comparable to wireless sensor networks.

The proposed solution is centralized. For avoiding a single point of failure and load balancing among multiple RMs, a hierarchically distributed approach is considered. Message sending periods and conditions can be automatically adjusted by the nodes according to their type and run-time situation, instead of being determined by RM. Energy expenditure can be minimized by automatically adjusting timing parameters to the dynamicity of the network. The proposed management mechanism is very basic and could be improved with service recovery, complex service mapping and advanced arbitration for minimal resource usage.
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